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Bright Lights 2019 

 

Sunderland holds many opportunities for everyone to show off their talents, including the Arts Centre 

Washington, which hosted the youth arts exhibition, Bright Lights. They requested that age 11-19 that are 
interested in art could have the chance to have their skills shown to whoever came to see it. This year, 
these are being displayed from the 1st February - 9th March. As well as this, they also opened up places 

for this age group to become young curators, to help to select artwork to be displayed and then finally set 
up the exhibition (but don't forget the pizza they are allowed to eat while they work!). 

 
In our school, we had the exciting option to enter ourselves. Even more incredibly, three of us in the 

school were chosen! Leah Todd and Emma Eastick had their art displayed and Isabella became a curator. 
To win a place for their art, the age groups were 11-14 and 15-19 so that the art abilities were more equally 
split. Beginning with only sending one piece of art, this is when the curators came in and selected who had 

the best art. However, after that stage, people could also send in more art to build up an elegant, enormous 
exhibition for everyone to see. To view the art, also see their Instagram page _ where you can vote for 

which piece you like the best! There are also some examples of the art on this art-icle, so the artists hope 

you enjoy seeing them. 

The Rose 

Leah Todd 
Pen, paint and pencil on paper 

‘The Rose’ is an exploration of media, form and coloaur for the artist. 
The rose’s deliberate petal structure and defined lines of the ladybird sit 
confidently against a contrasting green background. The curation team 

was struck by the boldness of the artist to pair these colours together 
and the sweet, stylized nature of the image. 

Into Art 
Isabella Cameron 

Scrabble tiles on card 
Cameron’s work only 

utilizes four letters: I 
N T and O. Without 

the context of a 
scrabble game board 
or in a recognizable 

sentence form, she 
forces the audience to 

construct meaning 
from the words. 

Subtly implying the 
limitations of written 
language, this piece 

humorously 
celebrates the visual 

arts over the written 

word. 

Ocean By The Ocean 
Emma Eastick 

Pencil on paper 
Eastick’s character ‘Ocean’ is depicted her 
alongside her sketches and preparatory work 

of developing ideas, characters and skills. The 
curation team were pleased to see this style of 

artwork being submitted and were keen to 
display it in its sketchbook format so that the 

audience has an understanding of its context. 


